E-BIKES

ROAD - ALLROAD / MTB / SPORT / CITY
ADVANTAGES OF BIANCHI E-BIKES

A traditional bike works according to the amount of force you put on the pedals. Instead, Bianchi’s E-bikes power-assist your pedal stroke up to a speed of 25km/hr. Choose the level of assistance that’s best for you and how you’re feeling, whether it be a light or intense boost. In any case, you will be the winner.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE

With a Bianchi e-bike, your cycling performance is improved because every pedalling effort you make can be assisted. The power unit can easily be controlled to give a little help or a lot of help, so every journey you make you get there faster, and using less effort.

ECO-FRIENDLY

Travelling by Bianchi e-bike you’re reducing pollution levels and making a positive environmental contribution that benefits everyone. On your e-bike you can cruise past stressful congested traffic, avoid producing harmful emissions. Just as your assisted pedaling efforts are far more sustainable – aided by the long-lasting power of the quick-charging e-bike battery and its efficient motor – investing in an e-bike is an environmentally sustainable, intelligent choice for an ecologically-conscious cyclist.

HEALTH & WELLBEING

Our e-bikes are able to enhance your level of fitness and open up a wealth of new riding possibilities. Because you’re still pedaling, and can select and change the amount of assistance you receive at any time, riding an e-bike lets you enjoy all the health and wellness benefits of a conventionally powered bicycle, but with the freedom to do so much more. Your heart rate rises, your muscles get a gentle all-over workout and your lungs work better than ever – and, best of all, you don’t need to even break a sweat to experience all these benefits. On an e-bike not only your fitness and health will improve, but your stress levels will fall. Getting fitter, enjoying the open air, taking back control and meeting your challenges feed a new level of mental and emotional wellbeing.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Riding an e-bike will save you the stress and will see you arriving fresh and relaxed at your destination. No more time wasted queueing or searching for parking spaces – take back control of every journey. Now you’re free to run your own schedule and plan your own time – hassle-free. Maintenance is also easy. All you need is your e-bike and away you go.
BIANCHI E-BIKE TYPES

Whether you’re an urban commuter, holiday traveller, returning rider, or a serious cyclist with road or mountain ambitions, there’s a Bianchi e-bike that’s just right for you.

E-ROAD/E-ALLROAD
The E-ROAD/E-ALLROAD range is perfect for the active cyclist. With a long-lasting battery range that reaches 200km, you can go beyond the limits of a traditional road bike while staying relaxed and enjoying the scenery. You can ride further and higher than ever. See more places and meet more people along the way. If you’ve ever had to say no to a solo bike ride or group ride with friends, here’s your solution - the Bianchi Impulso E-road and Impulso E-allroad will make any ride possible.

E-MTB
If you’re looking to get out on the trails and become one with nature, the Bianchi E-MTB range will take you to explore new and extraordinary peaks. Climbing those impossible mountains is now a reality and the most difficult trails are now the most fun. With a power-assisted mountain bike your rides will not only become longer as you can also bike to higher places and push harder than before, allowing yourself to try many new trails, sceneries, challenges, and experiences. You can nearly fly to the top of the climbs, go distances that you never imagined possible, and ride more often with your well-trained friends: all you have to do is adjust the assistance level according to where you’re riding and who you’re riding with. And naturally, what goes up must come down, there’s always the descent to enjoy as well!

E-SPORT
The E-SPORT range is ideal for fitness and tourism, and for exploring new cities and places. Routes that once seemed too long and too difficult are now the ideal rides for you. The Bianchi E-SPORT range gives the extra power needed to your rides, whether you’re alone or with family and friends, while you explore new places, enjoy your vacation or free time, and get in better shape without focusing too much on your personal performance.

E-CITY
With a comfortable, yet efficient fit, the Bianchi E-CITY bikes are perfect for moving around the city or commuting to work. Flow with the traffic with power-assisted pedaling, and skip the lines thanks to easy and flexible steering. Getting to your office or meeting your friends has never been easier. If you’re looking for smart mobility with style, you’re on the right track. Our E-CITY range will get you to your destination more quickly and easily, and in the most reliable way you could imagine.
**PERFORMANCE LINE CX**
/ Central Motor Unit 36V, 250W, 75Nm Max (4kg).
/ A compact performance motor unit.
/ 500Wh Down Tube mounted Battery (2.7Kg)
/ Torque sensor, speed sensor, cadence sensor
/ Charging Time 3.5h
/ LCD multifunction display

**WALK ASSIST**
0-6 km/h.

**AUTONOMY**
Eco 150Km
Tour 100Km
Sport 78Km
Turbo 65Km

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
Eco 50%
Tour 120%
Sport 180%
Turbo 275%

---

**STEPS E-8000**
/ Central Motor Unit 36V, 250W, 80Nm Max (2,9Kg).
/ Specific for E-MTB. Designed with 53 (boost) or 50mm chainline
/ 500Wh Down Tube mounted Battery (2,9Kg)
/ Torque sensor, speed sensor, cadence sensor
/ Charging Time 4h (80% 2h)
/ LCD multifunction display

**WALK ASSIST**
0-6 km/h.

**AUTONOMY**
Eco 150Km
Tour 85Km
Boost 60Km

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
Eco 70%
Tour 180%
Boost 300%

---

**STEPS E-6000**
/ Central Motor Unit 36V, 250W, 50Nm (3,2Kg).
/ Specific for E-Sport and E-City Bikes
/ 418Wh Down Tube mounted Battery (2,66Kg)
/ Torque sensor, speed sensor, cadence sensor
/ Charging Time 4h (60% 2h)
/ LCD multifunction display

**WALK ASSIST**
0-6 km/h.

**AUTONOMY**
Eco 125Km
Standard 85Km
High 60K

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
Eco 70%
Standard 150%
High 230%

---

**PW SERIES**
/ Central Motor Unit 36V, 250W, 70Nm Max (3,5Kg)
/ Specific for E-MTB. Designed with 53 (boost) or 50mm chainline
/ 500Wh/400W Down Tube mounted Battery
/ Torque sensor, speed sensor, cadence sensor
/ Charging Time 4h/3.5h
/ LCD multifunction display

**WALK ASSIST**
0-6 km/h.

**AUTONOMY**
Eco+ 165/140Km
Eco 130/110Km
STD 100/85Km
High 85/70Km

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
Eco+ 50%
Eco 100%
STD 190%
High 280%
EDOARDO EVATION
/ Motor Unit 36V, 250W
Designed for urban use.
/ 250Wh Down Tube integrated Battery
/ Torque sensor, speed sensor, cadence sensor
/ Charging Time 2.5h
/ 4Kg complete system
/ Two bikes in one

WALK ASSIST
0-6 km/h

AUTONOMY
55Km

MAX POWER
Breeze (Green) 125W
River (Blue) 250W
Rocket (Pink) 400W

ASSISTANCE (%)
Breeze (Green) 75%
River (Blue) 150%
Rocket (Pink) 240%

METROPOL-E DANCE

PHONIC WHEEL
/ Hub integrated motor unit 36V, 250W.
Specific for E-City Bikes
/ 400Wh Rear carrier mounted battery
/ Speed sensor
/ Charging Time 4.5h
/ Presa USB

WALK ASSIST
0-6 km/h

AUTONOMY
Eco 75Km
Standard 60Km
High 45Km

ASSISTANCE
Eco 70%
Standard 150%
High 230%

BAFANG
E-ROAD

For all your road, track and gravel challenges, E-ROAD and E-ALLROAD bikes are perfect for active cyclists.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
**IMPULSO E-ROAD**
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT HYDR. DISC
CODE: YNBN6
COLOR: 3A
FRAME: Aluminum
FORK: Bianchi Full carbon disc
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Fulcum Racing 718 disc brake CX
MOTOR UNIT: Polini EP3

**POWERED BY**
Polini

**AUTONOMY**
Batteria da 500Wh
(1) 300km
(2) 160km
(3) 120km
(4) 90km
(5) 75km

**CHARGING TIME**
Completa 4h

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
(1) 30%
(2) 60%
(3) 120%
(4) 250%
(5) 350%

---

**IMPULSO E-ALLROAD**
ULTGRA/105 11SP COMPACT HYDR. DISC
CODE: YNBN7
COLOR: 3B
FRAME: Aluminum
FORK: Bianchi Full carbon disc
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Fulcum Racing 718 disc brake CX
MOTOR UNIT: Polini EP3

**POWERED BY**
Polini

**AUTONOMY**
Batteria da 500Wh
(1) 300km
(2) 160km
(3) 120km
(4) 90km
(5) 75km

**CHARGING TIME**
Completa 4h

**ASSISTANCE (%)**
(1) 30%
(2) 60%
(3) 120%
(4) 250%
(5) 350%
E-MTB

If you want to hit the trails and be at one with nature, a Bianchi E-MTB can take you to amazing new heights.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM

ASCENT XT 11SP
CODE: YMBS8
COLOR: KG
FRAME: 27.5”Plus Aluminum
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ 120mm
WHEELS1 (STANDARD): Wtb Scraper i40 27.5”
MOTOR UNIT: Yamaha PW Series

POWERED BY

YAMAHA

AUTONOMY
Batteria da 500Wh
Eco+: 165Km
Eco: 130Km
STD: 100Km
High: 85Km

CHARGING TIME
500Wh Battery Complete 4h
400Wh Battery Complete 3.5h

ASSISTANCE (%)
Eco+: 50%
Eco: 100%
STD: 190%
High: 280%
**AVENGER FS** XT/DEORE 10SP

**CODE:** YNL6  
**COLOR:** KB  
**FRAME:** Aluminum FS  
**REAR SHOCK:** Rock Shox Monarch RT DebonAir  
**FORK:** Rock Shox Yari RC Solo Air 140mm  
**WHEELS 1 (STANDARD):** WTB Scraper i40 27.5"  
**MOTOR UNIT:** Bosch Performance CX

**POWERED BY**  
**BOSCH**

**AUTONOMY**  
Batteria da 500Wh  
Eco 150Km  
Tour 100Km  
Sport 78Km  
Turbo 65Km  
**CHARGING TIME**  
Completa 3,5h  
**ASSISTANCE (%)**  
Eco 50%  
Tour 120%  
Sport 180%  
Turbo 275%

---

**AVENGER HT 29”** XT/DEORE 10SP

**CODE:** YNB80  
**COLOR:** KN  
**FRAME:** Aluminum HT  
**FORK:** Rock Shox 30 Silver TK 29” Solo Air 100mm  
**WHEELS 1 (STANDARD):** WTB XC21 TCS Tubeless Ready 29”  
**MOTOR UNIT:** Bosch Performance CX

**POWERED BY**  
**BOSCH**

**AUTONOMY**  
Batteria da 500Wh  
Eco 150Km  
Tour 100Km  
Sport 78Km  
Turbo 65Km  
**CHARGING TIME**  
Completa 3,5h  
**ASSISTANCE (%)**  
Eco 50%  
Tour 120%  
Sport 180%  
Turbo 275%
E-SPORT models are ideal for fitness-building, touring and discovering town or country.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
EDOARDO METREA 11SP DISC
CODE: YNBMB
COLOR: BP
FRAME: Aluminum
MOTOR UNIT: Fazua Evation 1.0

POWERED BY
FAZUA

EDOARDO

AUTONOMY
Batteria da 250Wh
55km

CHARGING TIME
Completa 2,5h

ASSISTANCE (%)
Eco (Green) 75%
River (Blue) 150%
Rocket (Pink) 240%

MANHATTAN UNISEX XT 10SP DISC
CODE: YNBG1
COLOR: GS
FRAME: Aluminum
MOTOR UNIT: Shimano Steps E6000

ALSO AVAILABLE
MANHATTAN UNISEX ALFINE 8SP DISC
CODE: YMBG2

POWERED BY
SHIMANO

MANHATTAN

AUTONOMY
Batteria da 418Wh
Eco 125km
Standard 85km
High 60km

CHARGING TIME
Completa 4h
Ricarica 80% 2h

ASSISTANCE (%)
Eco 70%
Standard 150%
High 230%
E-CITY

Our E-CITY range gets you from A to B and back again quicker and more easily than you ever imagined possible.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
BROOKLYN LADY DEORE 9SP DISC
CODE: YNB34
COLOR: GB - Black/Green-Cream
FRAME: Aluminum Lady
MOTOR UNIT: Shimano Steps E6000

POWERED BY
SHIMANO

AUTONOMY
Batteria da 410Wh
Eco 125km
Standard 60km
High 60km

CHARGING TIME
Completà 4h
Ricarica 80% 2h

ASSISTANCE (%)
Eco 70%
Standard 150%
High 220%

ALSO AVAILABLE
BROOKLYN GENT DEORE 9SP DISC
CODE: YNB33

POWERED BY
BAFANG

AUTONOMY
Batteria da 418Wh
Eco 125km
Standard 85km
High 60km

CHARGING TIME
Completa 4,5h

ASSISTANCE (%)
Eco 15km/h
Standard 25km/h
High 25km/h

ALSO AVAILABLE
METROPOL-E LADY DEORE 1X9SP DISC
CODE: YMBD6
COLOR: ID - CK16/Black glossy
FRAME: Aluminum Lady
FORK: SR Suntour NEX E25, 50mm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

METROPOL-E GENT DEORE 1X9SP DISC
CODE: YMBD5
DANCE LADY NEXUS 7SP
CODE: YMB937
COLOR: KW - Black matt
FRAME: Aluminum Lady
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

ALSO AVAILABLE

DANCE GENT NEXUS 7SP
CODE: YMB927

POWERED BY
BAFANG

AUTONOMY
Battery 400Wh
Eco: 75Km
Standard: 60Km
High: 45Km

CHARGING TIME
Complete: 4.5h

ASSISTANCE
Eco: 15Km/h
Standard: 20Km/h
High: 25Km/h

Batteria da 400Wh
Eco: 75Km
Standard: 60Km
High: 45Km

Completo: 4.5h

Assistenza
Eco: 15Km/h
Standard: 20Km/h
High: 25Km/h
E-BIKES RANGE OVERVIEW

**IMPULSO E-ROAD**
ULTRA 11SP COMPACT HYDR. DISC
CODE: YNB6
COLOR: 3A - Black/CK16-Grahite matt
FRAME: Impulo E-Road alu,
SIZES: 47-50-53-55-57-59-61-63cm
FORK: Bianchi Full carbon disc
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Fulcrum Racing
718 disc brake CX
MOTOR UNIT: Polini EP3

**IMPULSO E-ALLROAD**
ULTRA/105 11SP COMPACT HYDR. DISC
CODE: YNB7
COLOR: 38 - Black/Graphite-CK16 matt
FRAME: Impulo E-Road alu,
SIZES: 47-50-53-55-57-59-61-63cm
FORK: Bianchi Full carbon disc
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Fulcrum Racing
718 disc brake CX
MOTOR UNIT: Polini EP3

**ASCENT**
XT 11SP
CODE: YMBB8
COLOR: KG
FRAME: 27.5"Plus Aluminum
FORK: Rock Shox Recon Silver RL 27.5+ 120mm
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Wtb Scraper i40 27.5*
MOTOR UNIT: Yamaha PW Series (500Wh Battery)

**AVENGER HT**
XT/SLX 11SP
CODE: YNBL4
COLOR: KN - Graphite/CK16-Graphite matt
FRAME: Avenger HT AL6061,
SIZES: 38-43-48-53cm
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27,5+ 120mm
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Wtb Scraper i40 27.5*
MOTOR UNIT: Bosch Performance CX

**BROOKLYN GENT**
DEORE 9SP DISC
CODE: YNB3
COLOR: GB - Black/Black matt
FRAME: Brooklyn Gent alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55cm
FORK: SR Suntour NEX E25, 50mm
MOTOR UNIT: Shimano Steps E6000

**AVENGER HT**
29"
XT/DEORE 10SP
CODE: YNBJ0
COLOR: KN - Graphite/CK16-Graphite matt
FRAME: Avenger HT AL6061,
SIZES: 38-43-48-53cm
FORK: Rock Shox Recon Silver RL 27,5+ 120mm
WHEELS 1 (STANDARD): Wtb Scraper i40 27.5*
MOTOR UNIT: Bosch Performance CX

**BROOKLYN LADY**
DEORE 9SP DISC
CODE: YNB4
COLOR: GB - Black/Black matt
FRAME: Brooklyn Lady alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55cm
FORK: SR Suntour NEX E25, 50mm
MOTOR UNIT: Shimano Steps E6000

**METROPOL-E GENT**
DEORE 1X9SP DISC
CODE: YMB05
COLOR: 1D - CK16/Black matt
FRAME: Metropol-e Gent Alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55cm
FORK: SR Suntour NEX E25, 50mm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

**EDOARDO**
METREA 11SP DISC
CODE: YNBB8
COLOR: BP - Pearlized White/Pearl Black-CK16 glossy
FRAME: Edoardo Alu,
SIZES: 45-50-55cm
MOTOR UNIT: Fazua Evation 1.0

**METROPOL-E LADY**
DEORE 1X9SP DISC
CODE: YMB06
COLOR: 1D - CK16/Black matt
FRAME: Metropol-e Lady Alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55cm
FORK: SR Suntour NEX E25, 50mm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

**EDOARDO**
XT/DEORE 10SP DISC
CODE: YNBB7
COLOR: BP - Pearlized White/Pearl Black-CK16 glossy
FRAME: Edoardo Alu,
SIZES: 45-50-55cm
MOTOR UNIT: Fazua Evation 1.0

**EDOARDO**
DEORE 9SP DISC
FRAME: Edoardo Gent Alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55cm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

**DANCE GENT**
NEXUS 7SP
CODE: YMB927
COLOR: KW - Black matt
FRAME: Bianchi e-Sport Unisex Alu,
SIZES: 43-47-51-55-59cm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W

**DANCE LADY**
NEXUS 7SP
CODE: YMB937
COLOR: KW - Black matt
FRAME: Bianchi Lady 6061 Gent,
SIZES: 47-51-55-59cm
MOTOR UNIT: Bafang system 250W
ELECTRIFY YOUR RIDE